Education
Everyone knows what has gone wrong. Discipline in schools has become near
impossible for teachers to impose. There are too many ‘experts’ foisting theories about how children should be taught which simply don’t work. The
Tories – just before an election – say they want to make discipline in schools a
priority. But it was under their rule that things went downhill. Can we really trust
them to do much? Experience suggest otherwise.

Law & Order
What has caused the collapse in law and order that we’ve seen in Britain in past
years? It’s the baleful combination of ‘political correctness’, which sees criminals as
victims of unjust social structures, not as wrongdoers who must be punished, and
the mania for paperwork imposed on the police. It seems to many that fighting
crime is not the priority for the police that it used to be.
Too many officers are off on race and gender diversity awareness courses, too
few are on duty in our towns and villages. That is not their fault. The blame lies
with their political masters. Now is your opportunity to call the old gang
politicians to account.

Pensions
The plight of many older people is a public scandal. Despite the vast increase in
public spending under New Labour, millions do not even get the basic state pension. Since so many of us have no, or poor, private pension provision this should
concern people of all ages. We stand for a decent state pension for our old
folk, not handouts for asylum seekers.

ADRIAN DAVIES was educated at Cambridge University,
where he took a first class degree in modern languages, later
going on to take a law degree at London University. He is a practising barrister, with chambers in London. He was formerly an
active member of the Conservative Party, but broke decisively
with the Tories some years ago, seeing the need for a new party
of the patriotic right when John Major’s obsessive Europhilia led
us into the disaster of ERM membership, while successive
‘Conservative’ leaders sought to appease the politically correct metropolitan
elites by abjectly aping Labour, embracing every modishly ‘inclusive’ liberal prominority fad. He then helped to form the Freedom Party, to give the British
people a new and independent voice.
If you want find out more about the Freedom Party and its
policies, or would like to help in our campaign, please:
Write: The Freedom Party,
27 Old Gloucester Street,
London WC1N 3XX
Telephone: 01902 892769
Email: mail@freedompartyuk.net

FIND OUT MORE
Visit the Freedom Party
website:
www.freedompartyuk.net
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A message from Adrian Davies
your FREEDOM PARTY candidate

“We want our
country back!”
Now that Tony Blair is back in Downing Street
for four more inglorious years, England has never
been in greater need of vocal and effective opposition to the ghastly, politically correct New Labour
clique that misrules us, pursuing only the interests
of dodgy foreign asset strippers, gang masters,
bogus asylum seekers, neo-con warmongers,
European bureaucrats and, above all, the vanity
and self-aggrandisement of Tony’s cronies in parliament, business and the media.
The Freedom Party will offer effective opposition to the Blair regime. The Tories can’t and
won’t. The three-times-defeated Conservative
party has lost its way. So incoherent has it become
that it cannot even agree how to elect its own
Adrian Davies
leader. Whether it chooses an ageing Europhile or
Your Freedom Party
a ghastly, rich young Tory boy from Notting Hill,
candidate
you can be sure that it won’t stem the asylum
seeker tide (any such suggestion would shock the liberal metropolitan elite
whose favour the Tories now curry); it won’t oppose Bush’s wars, for the Tories
love American far more than England; it won’t fight for British interests in
Europe (after all, Ted Heath took us into the EU in the first place); and it certainly won’t seek to prevent your job being exported to a factory in China or
a call centre in Bangalore, since that would displease its greedy friends in big
business, who always put their own interests before those of the nation.

ADRIAN DAVIES
FREEDOM PARTY
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WHERE WE
STAND
A look at the
policies of the
Freedom Party

Immigration

Each year, nearly a quarter of a million economic
migrants, ‘asylum-seekers’ and new arrivals from
all over the world come to Britain – a city the size
of Birmingham every four or five years, an influx
that is rapidly changing the nature of our society
out of all recognition, without any democratic
mandate from the British people. In some parts
of the country the native British have become a
minority in our own land. Meanwhile, the rapidly
increasing population is fuelling a housing crisis,
as rural and suburban areas are unable to cope
with the demand for new homes from townsfolk fleeing to the country to escape the
muggings, drug dealing, drive-by shootings and rioting that characterize the rich
diversity of our vibrant multi-cultural cities. As a result, vast tracts of the greenbelt
and the countryside are being ploughed up and turned into housing estates.
As a matter of absolute public priority, we must halt immigration, cease to
accept asylum seekers, who have all passed through other safe countries to get
here, deport all illegal immigrants, overstayers and failed asylum seekers, and put
an end to the multi-culturalism and politically correct attitudes that are helping to
erode Britain’s culture and identity. We say – Enoch Powell was right!

The European Union
The vast majority of our people do not want the European Union to rule our country. Yet none of the three main parties are prepared to offer real opposition to
Brussels rule. There is no hope of reforming the EU, let alone bringing back
powers to democratic control by our parliament, if we say that we will not leave
no matter what. Staying out of the Euro has been good for Britain, and a more
general renegotiation of our relationship with the EU will serve the national interest far better than the “ever closer union” of the Eurocrats’ dreams.
On the other hand it is wrong to suggest (as the single issue UKIP does) that
all our problems can be laid at Brussels’ door. Our abjectly pro-American, pro-war
foreign policy is none of the EU’s doing, and the waves of asylum seekers heading
for England come here because of our domestic politicians’ dereliction of duty over
more than half a century. We therefore favour a more flexible, reformist approach
to our relations with the EU, not a simplistic policy of wanting out regardless of
the consequences, and with no clear plan for the future

Foreign Policy
What presently passes for ‘British’ foreign policy amounts (in the words of the late,
great Enoch Powell at the outset of the first Iraq war) to finding out what the
Americans want, and doing it. Tories and Labour alike supported the Iraq war,
which has reduced that unfortunate country to even greater misery than it endured
under Saddam Hussain. The blood of the British soldiers who have died in a futile
foreign quarrel, and of the Iraqi women and children whose deaths are shrugged
off as “collateral damage” is on their hands. If Blair commits British troops to an
American war of aggression against Syria and Iran, no doubt the Tory “opposition”
will dutifully tag along in another bloody and futile adventure.

We would do better to mind Britain’s business, and mend fences with our
friends and trading partners in the Arab and Muslim world. Bring our boys back
and give peace a chance!

Keep South Staffs
a “no fly” zone!
One major regional airport at
Birmingham is quite enough
for the West Midlands.
Popular local Freedom Party
Councillor, Sharron Edwards,
has been a tireless campaigner against the proposed
expansion of little Halfpenny
Green airport into a busy and
Adrian Davies and Freedom Party
noisy new Wolverhampton
councillor, Sharron Edwards –
Airport, and, if elected, I
opposing airport expansion
shall join her in opposing
this senseless scheme,
which will adversely affect local residents’ quality of life

The Economy and Public Services
Labour is wasting enormous sums of money by employing more and more civil
servants, yet the public services are so poor that the NHS cannot even keep its
hospitals clean, or provide dentists to much of the population, despite asset stripping the third world of desperately needed health care professionals, while at the
same time refusing British medical students a decent grant to support them in
their long years of study. The Freedom Party wishes to see public money reach the
people who need it, not pay for contrived jobs which only look good on paper –
and generate plenty of it!
The NHS must become again what its founders intended, namely a service for
our own people, not health tourists from all over the world, who have never paid
a penny of tax or national insurance here, and never will. Meanwhile the real economy which produces tradeable goods and service is suffocated by more and more
taxes and regulations. The third Labour term will end in savage recession.
The appalling problems faced by the British motor manufacturing industry, and
by so many other British enterprises, are the fault of Tories and Labour alike, for
both believe that our economy should be a free-for-all for every foreign producer,
so that our home industries – particularly here in the West Midlands – are under
threat. We would do better to follow the lead of the Germans, French, Koreans,
Japanese and Chinese, and urge our people to buy home-produced goods first! Go
to Germany, and you will see Volkswagen, BMW and Mercedes cars on the road;
go to France, and you will see Peugeot and Renault cars everywhere. We have
to wake up and do as our competitors do – secure the home market first by
buying British!
We must revive British agriculture and fisheries, and tear up the EU diktats which
have brought these sectors to their knees. We cannot survive as a nation on call centres, mobile ‘phone networks, financial services and shelf-stacking in supermarkets.

